Since its very beginning, SOPACOM Industry has been specializing in one activity: “Collective catering’s installations”
(ware-wash installations); it quickly became the European
leader within its sector.
Industrial dishwashers must treat a signifi cant amount of
tableware pieces continuously. Given that the industrial
dishwashers need to be permanently powered when in
duty, a serious rigorous study of the environment where
the installation will take place must be done.
As proven by our hundreds of projects, there’s almost no
obstacle to the implementation of our laundry installations; since they adapt to all horizontal and vertical paths
around an organization; in a way, our installations may
seem similar, but each one is certainly identical. Our installations may include, but are not limited to: Removal, selective sorting, transportation, Stall, Machine Input, Output
machine Waste Treatment, Storage.
Our experience, our know-how, our listening capacity and
responsiveness allowed us to design and produce the
most comprehensive, sophisticated range of mechanical
equipment.
The Technicord: Mechanized ware wash environment
Our straight beams, which are available in 6 different
widths and lengths, always come in one piece. The curved
footprints, which are stamped in the beam (exclusive technology), guide the 15 mm diameter polyurethane ropes.
This unique technique avoids the friction; hence noise of
a permanent contact, reduces wear, and allows quick and
easy cleaning of the conveyor.
Our line of ´Technicord´ range includes all the elements
for all kind of installations:
Curves, switches, single or multiple mechanization trap
shot, magnetic extractor, scraper, and hundreds of equipment and accessories.
In addition, many technical features such as the storage
system, bevel, remote control or timer clocked in advance,
are compatible with our Technicord.

Our realization speak for us

The

Technicord

motorized angle charger

Constant level trays´ cart
Roller ramp width 500 mm
Unit detector stopping sensor

Mobile sorting table
1100x600 and 600x600

Cutlery’s magnetic extractor
Mobile reception sink for cutlery
reception

Motorized cleaning
brush for trays

Distant ´Go/stop´
command unit

Additional emergency
´Stop´ button

Linking table with covering
for frontal sorting 500x510 or
customized

Special support leg for
inclined Technicord

Conveyor of special
width 80 mm

Leg supported sorting bridge
550 x 700 mm

Removable sorting block
quipped with a waste hole
for frontal orting

Removable sorting block
equipped with a waste hole
for side sorting

Electromechanical
course´s end

Wet trough of 800 mm
with a ´S´ shape

90° curve for wet trough

Folding or removable sorting bridge
550x800 mm or 550 x 700 mm

Folding sorting bridge 550 x 800
mm protruded waste hole

Wet trough, width 220mm
‘conveyor sediment’s’

Leg supported sorting table
lenght 300 mm

Removable sorting block quipped
with a waste hole for side sorting
45° curve for wet trough

Wet trough of a 500 mm length
for passing under the conveyor
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